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Towards establishing the human rights……..
Introduction
The phases of life as described in Vedic encompass impure, impurepure, pure phases. The impure phase is towards understanding the physical body,
the organs, sensitivity and reactions of human for the senses and with the organs
to encroach the environmental components which forms a major part of his life.
The human organs grow huge for the food system is mostly the carbohydrates
and for the physical activity of encroachment and grabbing, human need to be
strong physically and for carrying out life too, for there was no mechanical means
to make their job easy. For production of they got to work a lot to prepare land
and for the weather they need to sow the seeds which are laborious and consume
almost all their potentials. They had no time for entertainment but they made it
integrated towards their job which brought out the tradition cultures of native
songs, and dance as folk lore that conveyed their registry of civilization. For the
wealth and advent of mechanical means of transport, came into existence the
illusions of life to create interest in living, to take more activities for the ease
induced in performing tasks, for till then, the life with the resources existing did
not made any tasks of victory but accomplishment. The illusions, the Maya of the
world brought wars for the achievements made for time, space, power,
intelligence and greed which differed from person to person, and that make
comparison, competition, rule over one another, dominance and authority and
the same continued even after the world wars, among individuals, thus leading to
unhealthy situations all across the world. The transportation which formed the
main mode of communication and exchange of information progressed to
telecommunication, the mobile communication and to internet which made the
virtual space to complete utilization and that shrunk the social economic stance of
an individual to his reach that the trait which made the tool of living, as violence
transformed to intelligence and which further progressed to brilliance the
openness to accept changes and information for the purpose. when violence
helped the physical existence, the intelligence helped for brain oriented existence
and brilliance make all to live for the mindful living that the task is not resourceful
by physical and mental well being of one’s self but resourceful by moral well
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being of all with the contributions of the might of one to all complimenting their
reach.

We shall traverse the path taken to establish human rights since the
inception of UN to establish world peace and constitution of India towards
establishing secular, sovereign, democratic, republic governance. The first article
of Universal declaration of human rights is as follows,
All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are
endowed with reason and conscience and should act towards one another in a
spirit of brotherhood.
The preamble to constitution of India goes as follows,
WE, THE PEOPLE OF INDIA, having solemnly resolved to constitute India into a
[SOVEREIGN SOCIALIST SECULAR DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC] and to secure to all its
citizens:
JUSTICE, social, economic and political;
LIBERTY of thought, expression, belief, faith and worship;
EQUALITY of status and of opportunity;
and to promote among them all
FRATERNITY assuring the dignity of the individual and the unity and integrity of
the Nation;
IN OUR CONSTITUENT ASSEMBLY this twenty-sixth day of November, 1949, do
HEREBY ADOPT, ENACT AND GIVE TO OURSELVES THIS CONSTITUTION.
The democracy had not reached to its core for we followed the procedures
of imperialistic governance and the policy of republic to have public
representatives had not differed much from imperialism for the social service
they made became interference for the benefits they made available to public.
That, in due course of time created competition and negative emotions and self
centric approaches creeping in for which we experience the drastic downward
trend in social economic status of the globe as a whole for the developed
countries dominate towards spending on wars, which their people ought to
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accept and the other countries need to make them defending and prepare for
wars for the established stance of developed countries and the UN which has the
ambition of bringing all under one roof and which has to take care of the security
of the world by taking the military forces of all countries into its control, is not
even questioning the lead of developed countries in the warship. Here also we
find the developed country dominate, and is a dimension of imperialism though
the questioning right is not to the public then, for the rulers created trust and
assured security to them.
There is no doubt the civilization is advancing very rapidly for the illusions
make them reach their wishes much easily for the group efforts and team efforts
for the benefits each one gets both in positive and negative terms, the negative is
mostly seen because the common schemes did not prepare the beneficiaries rise
to the levels of receiving and maintaining them that mediation took to make
monetary benefits out of them for their share. This is the reason for accumulation
of money illicitly in foreign banks and most of the account holders are party based
politicians, lobbyists and industrialists. The rules are framed and adjusted for
them making the violation transparent and that the individual complaint
mechanism is enacted in UN, we can set the issues right by whistle blowing which
they should accommodate for the need to maintain neutrality and to hold
responsibility of the integrity and progression of global civic.
“Every individual is born free” is the basic right for making one to live on his
own realizing his good and bad, strength and weaknesses with the conscience and
reasoning conviction of contribution from others that he grows, establishing his
own designed environment
towards which the society should contribute to
him including his own family and it should be progressive to his own interests and
it should be remembered that the opportunity to live with a career and personal
space for one’s own design is very much possible in this globalised era and there
cannot be justification towards hard work and physical strain correlate with the
illusion forces of time, space, power, knowledge and greed makes the living
peaceful and monetarily satisfied, it is the focused mind and quality of effort that
effortless output with mind driven skills always make best and straining without
interest towards routine or the mass making is not needed.
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“Every individual has equal dignity and rights” checks the priority for
authority and the reservation policy every nation has. Those were drawn for
eradicating poverty but were ruining the dignity and rights of the poor for the
facilities have been extended to them treating them as laggard earners, treating
them to be cursed and for the benefits reaching them without efforts or due
share by them, the wish to maintain the facility always for which the progress
expected out of the activities became regressive towards them, making their
status as permanent mark on them and they never come out of the situation with
equality and the society ever denies them for they do not mentally prepared to
accept the undue benefits they enjoy out of communal reservation , racism and
discretion. The same burst out to be frustration and targeted violence which
people of governance should realize and bring in equality of opportunity and
status with every one accepted as citizens of the country to claim for the
opportunity and status for his earned skills and his interest to enhance the same.
In this a citizen is to give his identity as a living being of the nation and his
activities completely to transparency and accountability by making due tie and
connectivity to the governance which keep him away from the terrorism and
other negative influences. There is no need to produce the community details, the
religion, marital status and identity verification for every individual deserves their
due right to have their private details to their own and the same do not intimidate
their right and they will have the cross referencing features if the basics of
approach to governance is not established as true for purpose.
“They are endowed with reason and conscience and act should one another
in the spirit of brother hood” is for bringing in amity with arbitration and the right
of every human being to know why he is given with such treatment and action for
his due reaction to the core of the issue that solves the issue in arbitration. The
education system made human to think in an restricted manner and trust what
had been proved and believed for years together and they don’t give space for
evolution and likely changes of concept to the level of topsy-turvy for the
reactions of the concept with the believers and followers which goes unnoticed
and burst out as calamity in an unforeseen situation where the same is not
expected. This is due to the individual perception excluded from evaluation,
correction and enhancement but the concepts reproduced finds a place which will
never coincide with the reality for the evolution too is rapid for rapidity of the
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activities the globalization has induced. The deviation between the concept and
the reality forces a compelled situation on the performer to do the task with tricks
and intelligence where the expected result is forced on to the situation with tools
of science and mathematics as uncertainty, hypothetical analysis, statistics and
probability.
The reality faced with one’s own perception of the happening always gives
simple solution which is ever progressive for the evolution is an integrated
component into decision hence the proactive measures and preventive activities.
This makes everyone inclusive and checks violations form happening for the
scenario is transparent and set to accountability. When this is understood for the
Ecopsychology, the activity of viewing the environmental changes for the benefit
of human for furthering his life in a better manner, if the environmental changes
are viewed without anxiety, coercion and blame we will find the global warming is
not a curse but boon to generate electricity, the tsunami is not a curse but to
induce lifestyles with natural materials and to live with virtual space to gain
balance between personal and professional life. As experience adds to education
so is the bountiful information add to professional experiences and enhance
expertise that the basic need to all officials should add computer and internet
connections and that rises the authenticated sites to reach the people that there
will be better professional output specific to an individual which makes him claim
his promotion and the salary unique to him. This avoids the comparison and
competition that there will be brotherhood for which it should be instilled in mind
that everyone has ample opportunities to choose and work on and there is no
reason for conflicts at all if the personal and professional space of each individual
is assured. For this reason the governance should reform to assure the space for
them to the core of JUSTICE, social, economic and political, LIBERTY of thought,
expression, belief, faith and worship, EQUALITY of status and of opportunity. This
makes the individual focused to his own development, focus on his own family
which brings him the personal satisfaction that the competition free environment
makes him open and remain available to sharing the expertise and knowledge
that the purpose of education to enhanced civilization will be established.
Surpassing all others with the feel of self confidence and satisfaction make each
individual remain with social responsibility to offer all they can with real good
interest and to the core of what he can give for the best of the situation that
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there exists brotherhood all across the globe. The key lies in expanding the reach
of the individual globally to perform his regional task which would upgrade the
scenario to global expectations for which one need not visit foreign countries ,
but have access to internet to observe the similar situations that will get into
them for their mindful perception and upgrade their skills. The lifestyle too will
get enhanced for they cannot use their local language and the existing life styles
which need diplomacy and decorum and they cannot put their personal
frustrations and their negative emotions, ego into their task that the intelligence
to find reasons gets replaced with brilliance to meet the purpose.
Fraternity deals to union which is now not between the neighbors and
related groups to remain in network for the mutual benefits but between
individuals of unique specialty and skills who could form a group to make the
purpose met to the best of efficacy that the same needs openness to accept facts,
conviction for the facts and everyone has due role to play which makes rejection
for the expected level of output , but each one in the chosen profession has a
unique role to play if understood for his interests and skills and give choice of his
own to move up that we won’t have soldiers but everyone leading towards the
purpose of the task and the difference is in making all their performance, blended
to form a continuity with the strand of humanity and giving hands to complete his
task in his own way. This makes all connected for purpose with inclusion where
there will not be anxiety, coercion and blaming, but there will be inclusion, joy,
happiness and sharing that completes the task in no time. This makes the
international security towards diplomacy where there cannot be wars but only
discussion towards arbitration. The existing scenario of the Srilanka , China,
Pakisthan towards India are for the policy of the individuals in India leading the
discussion which aggravate the situation, but they must be towards establishing
facts finding amicable solution favoring all to which India should lead for its
position top among the countries concerned. The responsibility of India is not
only in making its pride stand as number one, first in the forum, whatever may be
the task, even war, but to make the concerned convinced of facts to join hands to
make the global civic live with the assured dignity and self esteem. The move of
the other neighboring countries and the developed countries to fund them in
warfare gets checked if the UN for its neutrality move to establish the regional
offices in all countries which was a secretary earlier. This may be with Srilanka
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first to start with, to end the issue, the solution is simple, and the citizens of
Srilanka are to be given equality of status and opportunity removing the
reservation policy that the same gets transferred to all other countries. The UN’s
move to bring all countries under one roof needs the individual complaint
mechanism established in each country to report them the violations as
preventive measures and give them due advices for development is need of the
other. The activities of sending committees are of no use in the existing scenario,
for they don’t need words of confidence, but actions of confidence from global
nations through UN. The Kutch Island is to India by all means for the lives of
thousands of fisher man of India are connected there. When the activities and the
consequences are rapid, the decisions also must be rapid towards progression
that checks the aggressive move of the egoistic leaders to assertive decisions of
responsible leaders. The regional office to work completely online for every
country makes the union mindful to the inclusion of every individual as global
civic for the integrity as humanity. This could channelize the developed countries
to UN, that their economic value reinforces the human development towards
living with peace.
Sovereignty refer to independence, autonomy and self governing status
which should be the goal of UN to inculcate within every country, that the
financial assistance should not be in grab mode, but a genuine assistance
obtained from the world bank that they should show progress and gain repaying
capacity for which the fiat money system reaches the purpose of making every
individual assured of security. The security of a nation comes out of, diplomacy,
where the key concept is peacekeeping and for which the war can never be the
tool which was practiced for the low level of perception and low human values of
authority rules as governance. For having established sovereign status, for which
one of the vital organs of the United Nations, the trusteeship council got
dissolved. But truly speaking the sovereignty is to every individual which had not
been instilled for the spoon fed activities of governance, which gives the fish
when they ask for a net. This kind of sustained activity of governance do not make
the public progress but regress and we need to actually start form the scratch for
the reformation of common civic for we had satisfied with the existing principles
of governance, only the mediators, their greed and interference. The true core of
significance, the common civic is yet to be focused and it is high time the need for
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reformation enforces and for which the individual complaint mechanism comes
into existence. True sovereignty is in setting every individual free to live to his
own freedom. The way to reach sovereignty to the core of every individual is
inculcating social responsibility within him which is driven by his own conscience
that one needs no supervision, but can get what he wants for his proven skills and
contributions making him deserving for the same explicitly. The acceleration
always will be there from within for a better prospect for the evolution makes it
happen, the exposure and experiences, the related perceptions set the
acceleration that the environment plays the due role for which the same should
be made transparent, sharing, complimenting, and pleasure and a welcoming
attitude to include people, which is needed to establish social stance.
Socialistic attitude is for the social responsibility one gives, as the social
service made people to remain as social interferences grabbing private feelings
and space of the common civic. Social attitude comes within every one if they
consider equality of opportunity and status to the claim of an individual. The
imperialism which lasted for taking the responsibility for the learned expertise of
the council and the dedication of dynasty to share and organize the benefits
became self oriented, that there need to be democracy truly established to make
the society truly open to changes, and incorporate the new ideas for authenticity
that they will be egalitarian society. The skill of the technology cannot be defined
but only visualized, felt and experienced holistically for which the education and
skill development must be qualitative and upgrading the individual with
conviction. Socializing is not in making masses, but finding comfort among the
groups, the same lies in making the individual stance accepted and the designed
space and contribution valued by others. Each human being in his phases of self
actualization with his physical body interacting with the environment find the
ways to power of will, power of action and power of knowledge which make them
skillful, resourceful and dissemination of knowledge for the perception out of
experiences. In the existing scenario, we have no space for living to find the
power of will, power of action and power of knowledge dissemination which is
unique for an individual forced to existence to live in the masses which is assumed
to be socializing where the dominant, aggressive and authoritative people prevail
as leaders which is leading the globe to disastrous situation for the others do not
have choices, they are being restricted to existence and survival.
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In this situation, the education do not help people to establish their
rights and remain civilized but remain intelligent to find tricks to suppress people
and turned to their authority as orders and commands for which we find the
expertise, and experience do not find innovation and originality of individuals. We
oblige the orders of government, oblige the orders of the Head of the
department, oblige the principles of saints and leaders, where we don’t travel
within to find who we are actually and where we can perform the best. Living to
the tunes of the leaders and the saints do not give out who you are for it is you
who can make the best of yourself, and the same cannot be found by others. For
this reason we find slips among the celebrities and amazing performance from the
average, the matter lies in the focus and interests to the best of his concentration.
This demands the activity for the benefit of majority be focused and not what all a
celebrity says for human is to err. The burden, the responsibility, the flattery, the
lime light makes them err more when they hold the tag. It must be to all
individual with autonomy, where the strands of nature, the ecological balance
bind them and where we can find extraordinary out put to the best of purpose.
Secularism is essential in this scenario of terrorism threatening the whole
world for they have been grown for the frustrations of the Muslims as minority,
where they need a forum to establish themselves and their negative emotions
have been utilized by the authority of the developed countries for their benefits.
Pakistan has regressed much in spite of getting freedom from India for the same
has no resources on its own and the same has no schemes for human
development, who will take the responsibility for them?.If they had been with
India, they have inclusive plans that they would have moved much ahead by
now.If the trusteeship council of UN had addressed on this progressively there
could have been reunion of Pakisthan to India. If UN could have been to
transparency and accountability, there could not have been bargain of Kutch
Island for the vote towards the Bokran bombshell testing, which is ruining the
lives of many fisherman, when the testing is not giving lives to none, the same
satisfied the ego of an Indian leader. The activity of closing the trusteeship council
is to give freedom to developed countries to encroach the human resources of
developing countries which we are witnessing now. There are a plenty to be done
by the council for global human development. When everyone is treated equal
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with assuring individual dignity and self esteem, giving him his due for his skills
and contribution, the global peace can be established for which secularism is very
much essential. The culture and tradition in the name of religion should need no
encouragement for they are the part of the evolution and can never be sustained.
The elephants in temples are to be handed over to the wild life sanctuaries for
they need to have their native habitat. The temples should take a reformation as
place of public assembly, for common cause which will orient people to be ethical
and genuine. The assets to the temples should be added to the treasury that they
get finally established as old age homes and service centers to accommodate the
poor and they hold due place in poverty alleviation for the poor are more closer
to the GOD.
The democracy is the governance by the people, for the people, of the
people. The same came into existence for the exposure of public to various facets
of life, and finding the advancements in civilization to their requirement is less for
the schemes are planned by the dynasty, the council who seldom fix themselves
in the place of beneficiaries. This soon found difficult for the governance to
democracy then was to get public votes for every activity. People could not focus
into their profession since they have to physically make their vote which
consumed a considerable part of their time for which the republic, finding
representatives for them who could take care of all the activities pertaining to
public and vote on behalf of them. This again lead to mediation, party based
politics and individuals of authority finding self centric benefits out of the funds
allocated for public schemes that the growth was not to the expected levels and
people developed a hatred towards the governance for they impose restrictions
making them to the authority of the public and establish rules for their easy that
are simplistic. The rules are regulations to make use of the resources optimally to
provide the benefits to all with equality that the activities of the government are
to be with simplicity meeting the individual needs. For the literacy and exposure,
education and experience, people do not need schemes for masses to which they
are restricted, but need individual specific assistance which is due to them to their
level of understanding and priority, when one of same status may give priority to
agriculture, where other wish to give sell his land and take up a business, and
other a career all cannot be given with mulch cows and sheep, which is a move to
regress for the attitude of taking equality as uniformity. Not everyone is same,
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they have their own intrinsic qualities which need to play the role as citizen where
the society formed will have private space assured to all with due understanding
and there we cannot see communal and targeted violence which is possible
where frustrations and negative emotions prevail for the restrictions imposed
upon them to suppress them much behind the status where they can head upon
as they are. Hence the republic now should accommodate individual
representations as base for the activities and the role of governance is to remain
accessible for public and respond to their needs with due assistance.
Conclusion:
For establishing the human rights and world peace, the core of principles to
be held by the governance are the article 1 of the Universal declaration of human
rights and the preamble to the Constitution of India, and that makes the global
governance decentralized to each nation and state, all brought under one
umbrella of humanity, inclusive with the components of ecosystem to further
their living with peace. This makes the citizen centric governance with simplicity
giving space for all the freedom to express the thoughts. Life is simple if we realize
we need to earn only for living with genuine saving. Blocking the opportunities of
others with authority and dominance make the individual regress form his
position which is detrimental to him first rather than the suppressed. The
magnitude will certainly be in line with the magnitude of authority that we got to
enhance skills if we wish to progress and there is adequate space for individual
claim in the fundamental rules for government services which did not stipulate
the vacancies and those were the days when the fiat money system was not
introduced, which shows for inclusion of potential reserves, the governance need
only the mind not the money.
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